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Dear Inspector 

Welcome to the fourth LAA Inspector Newsletter.  This Newsletter is e-mailed 

directly to every inspector (for whom we have an e-mail address) and is also 

posted on the LAA website in the Inspector Zone, found by hovering over 

‘Aircraft & Technical’ on our website home-page and then scrolling down to the 

bottom of the drop-down menu.  We welcome any feedback you wish to make. 

 

Inspector Renewal 

This year was the first time that we used an on-line facility to process the annual 

inspector renewal payment, via our website ‘shop’.  From the LAA’s point of view 

this worked very well and with about 75% of inspectors using the system it 

certainly helped to lighten the admin’ load here.  I therefore expect we’ll be 

running the same scheme next year and encourage inspectors who didn’t use it 

this year to ascend to the challenge next year, (actually, it’s easy) and 

meanwhile please don’t forget to keep us up to date with your latest e-mail (and 

phone) contact details. 

 

Single Seat Deregulated Category (SSDR) 

With the CAA’s recent expansion of the SSDR category, certain LAA aircraft 

types have become elligable for deregulation.  For the time being, via the issue 

of a CAA Exemption, transfer to SSDR is subject to the owner’s choice – in other 

words, they can keep their existing Permit valid if they wish to.  However, once 

the change has passed into the ANO, probably in the first half of 2015, then the 

option is removed, and all aircraft which meet the SSDR definition will be unable 

to hold a Permit to Fly, and Permits valid at the time will be revoked.  Chiefly, 

the LAA aircraft types affected (single-seat microlights) are the Sluka, Whittaker 

MW5, Rans S4 and S5 and the Team Mini-Max.  By and large, the LAA 

enthusiastically supports the furtherance of the SSDR scheme, though we 

continue to lobby the CAA to retain the option of a Permit for those owners who 

would prefer it.  See LAA Technical Leaflet TL 2.17 for more information.  From a 

legal perspective, there is no necessity for an inspector to be involved with an 

SSDR, as no certification of maintenance (or design for that matter) is required.  
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Nevertheless, for the benefit of SSDR operators who stay, as we hope, or 

become LAA members, we encourage inspectors with appropriate expertise to be 

willing to provide considered advice when asked.  Your LAA inspector insurance 

will cover you, but the following rules apply: 

Do: 
Provide general advice on aviation best practice. 

Steer owners to publications such as AC43. 
Encourage owners to develop and follow an appropriate maintenance schedule. 
Encourage owners to access any modifications for safety issues. 

Don’t: 
Agree to inspect an SSDR as you would a regular Permit aircraft. 

Make any statements, written or verbal, as to the airworthiness of an aircraft. 
Offer to design or assess modifications for safety issues. 
Oversee or inspect the build of a new SSDR, except in accordance with ‘Do’ 

above. 

 

Factory-Built Gyroplanes 

In early July the LAA finally gained approval from the CAA to renew Permits to 

Fly for factory-built gyroplanes, of which a number have been processed already.  

There are around 150 examples currently on the UK register, with the present 

model-range consisting of four types from Rotorsport and two from Magni.  Up 

until now the maintenance of these aircraft was normally overseen by CAA BCAR 

A3-7 approved engineers, most of whom were already LAA inspectors in any 

case.  Following an induction process involving a visit to Turweston (see photo 

below), LAA approval of these inspectors has been quite straight forward.  We’ve 

also been lucky to take on a few new inspectors, experienced on factory-built 

gyroplanes, but new to LAA.  We welcome the expertise of these engineers, 

along with this sector of the aviation community, into the world of the LAA. 
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Missing the Bleedin’ Obvious 

We are currently looking into a case where the re-engining of a Whittaker MW7 

aircraft (by someone unknown) resulted with the gearbox on the Rotax 503 

being orientated uppermost, instead of the requisite down-most position (in-line 

with the keel).  This put the thrust line about 6 inches higher than the designer 

intended, and for that matter than previous flight testers had explored, on this 

light-weight control-sensitive aircraft.  The owner, presumably unaware of the 

nonconformity he was saddled to, was uncomfortable with the handling 

characteristics so sold the aircraft – which is when the error came to light. 

Investigation by the AAIB into the fatal crash of Piper PA28 Cherokee G-ATRR 

at Caernarfon in May last year turned up the fact that, for an undetermined 

period of time, the commercial-use aircraft had been operating with the rear 

wing attachment bolts missing from both wings (though not causal to the crash). 

(See photo below).  There was no record in recent years of any maintenance 

input involving removal of the wing attachment bolts.   

All operators and inspectors can learn from these incidents, and remember that 

sometimes it’s important to ‘stand back’ and study the whole picture, making 

sure that you do squint through the trees to see the wood. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stolen Engines 

Sadly, we have a further case of stolen aircraft engines to report, this time from 

Rayne airstrip in Essex during June.  This time the thieves used a spanner, 

rather than an axe, though that didn’t prevent extraneous damage being done.  

Tecnam Sierra G-CDTV lost its Rotax 912uls s/n 5645683 and GT prop’, and an 

Airmaster 332vp propeller, hub s/n 167 and 3 Warpdrive blades were removed 

from Europa XS G-RDHS.  Stay alert! 
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Murphy Rebel Poor Repairs 

The LAA’s TADS for the Murphy Rebel aircraft, under ‘Special Inspection Points’,  

draws attention to the vulnerability of the rear-most fuselage, in the area of the 

tailspring attachment bolts, to the potential for damage arising in-service.  A 

recent report from an owner has alerted us to the discovery of, not only 

damage, but also extremely poor and inadequate repair to this very feature 

found in a second-hand Rebel that he had just bought.  The origin of the repair 

is unknown, but probably dates back to an accident from a few years ago.  It 

was clear that no effective attempt to ‘clean up’ the area prior to repair was 

undertaken, the repair was poorly devised, was very poorly applied, and indeed 

has itself since started to break up.  No inspector had signed off the repair, but 

the aircraft had been through several Permit renewals, and the area was simple 

to view with standard panels removed (as per view in photo below). 

Inspectors should be on constant alert for the presence of structural repairs 

which are clearly not maintaining a satisfactory level of integrity, and should be 

ready to delve deeply where proper records of the repair appear lacking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Audits of LAA Inspectors  

Quite naturally, the audit of LAA inspectors is an important part of the LAA’s CAA 

approval, and the repeat audit of all inspectors becomes due as part of a 

managed Inspector Review system.  Usefully, these visits serve as a very 

effective support visit for the inspector too.  I frequently conduct a review 

myself, but for the last couple of years I have been very well assisted by three 

Assistant Review Inspectors (ARIs), who are themselves LAA inspectors, and at 

my request will often carry out a review visit on my behalf.  They are Terry 

Bastin (South and West), Keith Leyland (North) and Bob Boyt (Mids and East).  

So look out for an ARI near you, coming your way anytime soon! 
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Signing Build Books and Other LAA Forms 

When signing off the build stages in an LAA Project Build Book inspectors should 

ensure that they sign off inspection stages separately and individually.  

Increasingly it seems inspectors take the opportunity to bracket several stages 

together, providing only one signature and date.  I can understand the 

temptation to do this but it does not provide the kind of quality comprehensive 

record that current-day practise demands and we know from experience how the 

implications of ambiguous records can be distorted to a subject’s disadvantage 

in court.  We have returned several Build Books back to their owners recently for 

proper signing, so please don’t let this be one of yours in the future.  As a 

general rule, this applies to all forms used for LAA Engineering purposes. 

 

Halfords Trade Card 

41 inspectors who promptly responded to the offer in March of a Halfords Trade 

Card should by now have received their Card – let me know if you haven’t.  

Another half dozen more recent requests are still in the system, but now is the 

last opportunity for the time being to request a card – so if you’ve been thinking 

about it, get in touch by return.  The card provides discount on purchase of a 

whole range of tools and engineering related products at any Halfords store. 

 

LAA Rally Judges 

Are there any inspectors who would like to rise to the challenge of becoming a 

Rally Judge, joining the judging panel at the Rally each year and reviewing 

entries into the various aircraft trophy categories?  A number of long-time 

serving judges are retiring from the role, and the team could do with some new 

willing blood.  Whilst of course the scheme is run on a completely voluntary 

basis, it works best when the panel is made up of experienced judges, so ideally 

volunteers should be prepared to run with the role for a few years, rather than 

just a one-year shot.  It’s a rewarding assignment – and it will give you a very 

real excuse not to miss the Rally any year!  If you are interested, please contact 

Harry Hopkins directly at harry.hopkins@talktalk.net. 

 

LAA Rally Inspector Seminars 

As usual I will be organising a couple of inspector meetings at the forthcoming 

LAA Rally.  Look out for another e-mail soon which will provide you with all the 

details you’ll need.  All inspectors are welcome, and I look forward to meeting up 

with as many of you as possible at Sywell at the end of August. 

Ken Craigie 

Chief Inspector 

mailto:harry.hopkins@talktalk.net

